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VV GROUP CONSTRUCTION 

1.. Group Categories 

Inn Part II to Part IV, I discussed three ways of categorizing people, that is constructing die 

identityy of groups in social-science research. Of course many more examples could be 

providedd in illustrating the three ways of constructing research frameworks around the 

nation-statee and world regions by selectively choosing group marters and variables from 

naturee and culture, and using universalist principles as a legitimization for ethnocentric 

approachess to global problems. I explored how various forms of identity are constructed 

withinn a limited range of parameters, such as class, race and language. In reality, various 

combinationss of categories combine into an infinite number of possible group-identities. The 

distinctionn made between natural, cumiralist and globalist ways of categorizing groups are 

heuristicc and are used to acquire an idea of the flexibilit y with which academics construct then-

notionss of group identity (in this case national and regional identity), and of finding out which 

approachess make allowances for national change, development, and exchange and which 

employy rigid definitions of national identity. 

11.11. A classification of group categories in academic nationalism 

Kind : : 

Markere e 

Boundaries s 

Symbolicc style 

Sociall  organization 

Academicc approach 

naturlst t 

rigid rigid 

high h 

mystic c 

absolutee division 

supernatural supernatural 

culturis t t 

flexible e 

perforated d 

antagonistic c 

conditionall  division 

nermeneutic c 

globalist t 

ambiguous s 

hidden n 

realistic c 

functionall  division 

objectivist t 

Distinctionss made between groups based on what are perceived as natural markers are quite 

rigid,rigid, in the sense that boundaries are erected between units of comparison that are hard to 

overcome.. After all, as sources for creating absolute difference, natural categories of 

distinctionn such as genetic make-up, climatic change and environment, the brain, and blood, 

aree chosen for their overpowering influence over human alterabihty. Natural markers facilitate 

symbolicc manipulation on the basis of meanings extracted from what is perceived as natural, 

providee crude means of discrimination, and legitimize and consolidate rigid divisions in social 

organizationn and in the distribution of power over society. The natural character of such 
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categoriess refers to the way they are thought of as natural, and by implication considered 

unalterable,, traditional, and inclined to natural balance. Academics who habitually apply such 

categoriess in the analysis of social behaviour are bound to have rigid and static notions about 

thee potentials of human development, and may regard cultural and political factors as the 

resultt of a "natural" process of the development of human society. Such "natural" processes 

aree ascribed to nature but are not necessarily related to the laws of nature as mysterious 

powerss are ascribed to "systems," the "brain," "evolution," and a mode of fortune-telling is 

derivedd from the long-term historical analysis applied to the remote history of civilizations. 

Nationss are "unified" it seems when concepts of "nature" such as "milieu," "race,""genetic 

make-up,""  and "natural dialectics" lend support to the particular selection of features for that 

group,, usually Our group. This kind of academic theorizing yields to occult views such as 

Umehara'ss idea that the Ainu are the carriers of the original essence of the Mongolian race and 

thatt they can show the way back to the forests; or the view on the evolutionary laws of the 

dialecticall  unity between differentiation and merger of races resulting in the national coherent 

forcee at work in China. 

Theoriess based on cultural and regional groupings assign a shared identity to nations, 

essentiallyy on the basis of spiritual and cognitive factors, using cultural markers, such as 

sharedd history, customs, language, cultural knowledge, group-psyche, particular forms of 

familyy organization These features are usually believed to originate in an ancient cultural 

source,, to have emerged a very long time ago, or to be embodied in the national language, 

mind,, cultural genes, or national unconscious. Some cultural zones exclude people on the basis 

off  "natural criteria," such as possessing a particular kind of brain or instinct, when they are 

thoughtt to be a result of the long-term development of the traits of the, basically defined as, 

culturall  group they belong to. Thus some academics use the "cultural gene" argument, and 

claimm the brain has been altered and shaped by certain linguistic habits, or, attribute certain 

kindss of behaviour to language acquisition, creating differences between social groups that are 

hardd to overcome. 

Thee use of predominantly cultural categories, generally implies that designated groups 

aree capable of crossing natural boundaries, such as those created by racial markers. Though 

culturall  attributes are employed to draw a clear distinction between cultural zones, the 
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possibilityy of learning from other  cultures and the exchange of at least practical skills and 

knowledgee in most academic theory of this kind is not denied in principle. When conflict 

occurs,, however, the adoption of foreign knowledge and skills are questioned as some form of 

morall  betrayal. The temporal dimension of cultural traditio n is compressed and moulded into 

staticc shapes, such as the cultural gene, the national unconscious, and cultural sediments in 

thee national subconscious. They become weapons employable in cultural classification for 

reversingg processes of confrontation with the Other  and isolating outsiders, dissenters and 

powerss that are believed to intrud e into the time-honoured traditio n of insiders. Despite the 

relativit yy of natural boundaries, in cultural zones seemingly small differences, too, can 

escalatee into major  conflicts, fuelled by disputes over  language, socio-cuhural belonging, 

sacredd symbols, rights on national territory  and the infringement of sovereign rights. In 

academicc nationalism, the use of the family metaphor, historical roots, and the collective mind 

contributess to the perception of cultural symbols as stable and everlasting. Quasi-kinship ties 

easilyy link the cultural with the natural, and therefore are perceived as symbols of stability. 

Suchh stability is expressed in the great intimacy, spontaneity and mutual understanding, and a 

speciall  knowledge of linguistic and behaviourial codes attributed to those symbolic ties. 

Thoughh the creator  of cultural zones excludes people on the basis of disloyalty and a failur e 

off  adherence to accepted notions of linguistic and cultural behaviour, when allowances are 

madee and the "correct "  codes (linguistic, social, customary) of behaviour  are adopted, 

comparedd to crossing "natural "  boundaries, principl e acceptance of outsiders may take place 

withh relative ease. Nevertheless, when cross-cultural differences are seriously presented as 

etchedd into the brain, the unconscious, or  intrinsi c to humans through notions of birth , home 

orr  the "cultura l gene,"  the author  indicates an unwillingness to accept external cultural 

influences,, and is not likely to welcome ideals of scientific objectivity and independence. 

Globalistt  values in academic nationalism are ambiguous as they stand for  universally 

applicablee criteri a mat are used for  the delineation of groups, and therefore at the same time, 

perhapss unintentionally, maintain a hidden agenda of group-bias. An insistence by the 

academicc nationalist on the objective nature of his/her  universalism makes it hard to question 

orr  discuss the deployment of criteri a of distinction in relation to local circumstances. 

Globalistss employ concepts such as civilization, modernization, universal struggle, class, 
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field,, universal religion, science, universal wisdom, and art, to show the relevance of their 

theoriess by means of globalist categories and universal principles, but ultimately root those 

theoriess in Our national tradition. Furthermore, underlying globalist notions is the 

presumptionn that all sources needed for attaining happiness and prosperity are potentially 

availablee to all peoples under the right conditions and by applying the right methods. In 

academicc nationalism, the right conditions are found in Our Nation, and the right methods in 

Ourr tradition. The problem with globalist theories of academic nationalism is that universal 

pretencee is kept up. Thus, while property and happiness are advertized as attainable by 

everyone,, resources essential to global development for everyone may be monopolized by 

somee groups, or their access limited to only a few privileged or qualified groups. In itself, this 

cann be explained by principles from economics, biology and psychology, and so on, but in 

academicc nationalism, the success of prospering groups in making use of universal principles 

iss explained by reference to the cultural resources they rely upon. 

Thee academic globalist only needs to define the criteria of one field, for example 

successs in trade, indicate them as universal and explain the superiority of Our Nation in mat 

fieldfield as due to some inherent quality of that Nation and its people. Academic nationalists 

whoo try to delink the concept of civilization from culture find it hard to accept that any 

theoreticall  criterion used for defining civilization is bound to be influenced by the local 

conditionss in which its has come about. Even harder to accept to academic nationalists is the 

tactt that once the concept of civilization enters the political arena, the concept becomes 

taintedd by motives that are not related to any scientific criteria. Therefore it is especially 

importantt for anyone who wants to create a theory of civilization to explicate the criteria for 

selectingg boundary markers, and specify the consequences of their selection in both space and 

time. . 

2.. Group Boundaries 

Variouss group boundaries are drawn up by means of various kinds of group markers, and 

thereforee are of a different quality. Some boundaries of national identity are hard and closed, 

otherss soft, flexible and perforated, while, again others, claim to be open or non-existent1 

11 For  the notion of "soft "  and "hard "  boundary markers, see Duara 1996. 
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Thuss natural boundaries (geographical, climatical, biological) are usually expressed as hard, 

exclusive,, and closed; cultural boundaries are expressed as sometimes hard and exclusive, and 

otherr times as soft, permeable and perforated; while so-called borderless or globalist claims 

rejectreject boundaries and welcome free exchange and communication Such claims, however, can 

nott avoid the projection of hidden criteria onto the globe, rendering them incongruent with 

theirr universalist claims. 

Itt is important to emphasize mat all three ways of identity creation occur in any 

academicc description of national identity, simply because any distinction made is based on 

criteriaa that derive from discriminative perceptions of nature, culture or the universal. The 

argumentt in this thesis, however, revolves around the ways in which patterns of markers are 

usedd in definitions and theories of the natioa In academic nationalism it is the creation of 

boundaryy markers, whether natural, cultural or global, that in certain political designs always 

coincidee with national borders. Boundary markers, the ways nations and regions are staged in 

thee world, and the role of natural, cultural and/or universal categories in arguments form a clue 

too the politics of identity creation and its far-reaching consequences. Crucial to an 

understandingg of the socio-political dimension of academic nationalism are the circumstances 

inn which different factions stress the importance of certain criteria. An extreme example of the 

usee of all three ways of identity creation can be found in Maoist propaganda during the 

Culturall  Revolution . The markers for class background, identity, and blood 

relationss were all considered as criteria for belonging to '*the people," but by different 

factions.22 Although human malleability, which was associated with socialist emancipation, 

wass stressed in official propaganda,3 in factional struggles, all three markers were used, 

dependingg on the particular political background of the faction under concern. Generally, 

debatess on national identity were based on universalist criteria of socialism: socialist belief; 

proletariann consciousness, and following the communist leadership. Debates based on criteria 

22 For  example, The Wind and Thunder  Combat Team"  of the August Hist Middl e School was accused of 
propagatingg the "bloodlin e theory,'*  which asserts the inheritabilit y of a revolutionary mentality, claiming that the 
onlyy guarantee against revisionism is revolutionary dedication. When Peking High School wanted to introduce self-
reformm in order  to counter  the propagation of this theory, the Propaganda Department protested: "Selling their  own 
rotten,, private, disgraceful goods under  the signboard of 'criticizin g the reactionary bloodline theory*  absolutely 
cannott  work"  [Commentator  of the Propaganda Department in Greenblatt 1969:48]. 

33 Munro 1971; 1977. 
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farr natural groupings were extremely fierce as they discussed the hereditary qualities of 

socialismm through blood ties. Paradoxically, at stake was whether or not one belonged to 'the 

people,'**  which in the last instance always meant "the Chinese people" (usually Han). 

Additionally,, a distinction should be made between the level and the situation in which 

debatess take place. Debates taking place on a national level, for example, use different 

argumentss and pursue different goals than they do at a lower level. A "pro-Western" liberal in 

favourr of open international markets may be a staunch socialist moralist or Confucian neo-

authoritariann when it comes to domestic issues between different schools of thought.4 

Moreover,, a Chinese academic nationalist who identifies him/herself with both China and 

democracyy may follow different rules in a debate with a foreign socialist or democrat from 

whenn engaged in discussion with domestic socialists or democrats. The image of foreign 

socialismm may not seem as "true" as that of Chinese socialism, or foreign democracy as less 

humanitariann compared to a new conception of Chinese democracy.5 Furthermore, attitudes 

towardd academic theory are also related to the different ways in which scholars relate to their 

nation.. Umehara identified himself, not with a bureaucratic or parliamentary Japan but, with a 

communitariann Japan; Kawai identified himself with Japanese narrative and a traditional 

mentality,, not with the rationalist and scientistic West as he perceived it. Both were radically 

againstt science, which they associated with the industrialized West, and all in favour of 

academicc research that takes as its basis a humane, that is Japanese or Eastern, approach, 

perhapss in combination with some feats of "Western civilization." Finally, apart from 

44 For Example, in the late 1980s, the reformer Liu Binyan was a sincere socialist, bat the reformer Wa 
Jiaxiangg believed an authoritarian regime was imperative. [Cf. Goldman 1994: 276] 

55 In Chinese academic circles of the mid-1980s, the concepts of humanism, alienation and democracy were 
heavilyy laden with symbolical meaning. And it is this symbolic logic which makes discussions around these topics so 
predictable:: as humanism and democracy are believed to originate in the capitalist West, even though the concepts 
soundd positive and have important historical connotations, they could be of no use to Chinese authorities convinced of 
China'ss socialist superiority unless they were redefined as socialist or Chinese. For example, "democracy" replaced 
"proletarian""  in the "people's proletarian dictatorship, so that it became "people's democratic dictatorship;'' and 
democracyy became the "people's democracy," unconvincingly adding "people" to something that is already defined as 
"people'ss rule" (democracy = minzhu). Similarly, "humanism" could not be tolerated as it was identified with the 
bourgeoiss phase of history and individual rights, but "humanitarianism," or "socialist humanism" did not carry the 
symbolicallyy problematic load of bourgeois origin. Similarly, alienation could only exist under capitalism. 
Interestingly,, in the argument of Propaganda Chief Hu Qiaomu and former head of CASS, alienation spilled over from 
thee materialistic determinism into the cultural realm of contagion: people, according to Hu, had to be explained by 
meansmeans of the society they live in. They have duties and contributions to make to society. Though materialist 
determinismm still formed the ultimate explanation of alienation, the phenomenon of alienation was to be considered in 
thee light of society. This explained also why it was possible for spiritual pollution, which is an expression of 
alienation,, to contaminate a pure society such as that of socialist China. 
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cognitivee activities, the factors of affective identity and institutional setting, which ate 

discussedd below, influence the particular course followed by academic nationalists. 

3.. Group Architectur e 

Beforee I address some institutional aspects of academic nationalism, I discuss some examples 

inn academic-nationalist discourse that illustrate expressions of group identity in China and 

Japan,, and ways in which group identity is temporally shaped 

Onee clue to the reference domain of academic nationalism lies in the use of the family-

metaphor66 and the network of associates, adversaries, referents and absentees created around 

i tt The personal pronouns of "we" and "they" frequently occur in texts that aim to persuade 

theirr audience by emotional or political argument, and acquire their meaning from a biased 

contextt We in this context refers to a particular group that is thought of as sharing a certain 

identity.. Criteria of inclusion are not made explicit, and change in time and context. E.g., in 

academicc nationalism, "We" can be short for "We Japanese" and "We Chinese" in China.7 

"They""  is used to refer to main reference groups that serve as positive and negative sample 

unitss of contrast and may mean, for instance, "the West," "the Orient," and "the capitalists." 

AA similar concept to that of "They" is "the Other."» "They" is different from the "Other" in 

thatt "They" is perceived as a powerful bully, a collective big brother, and therefore also 

includess the authoritative and awe-inspiring observations by the 'Them" of "Us." The 

presencee of They is felt as a threat and constantly nags at the pride of Us, as it reminds Us 

thatt we need Them to be Our unique Selves. Apart from We and They, Absentees figure 

ostentatiouslyy nowhere by virtue of their felt absence. They match each version of nationalist 

academicc ideology and are the academic counterparts of political dissidents, outcasts and 

drop-outs.. Like the ghosts of banned lepers, an evacuation of Absentees from social-science 

66 A word we to express the meaning of country in both Chinese [guojia] and Japanese [kokka] includes the 
characterr  for  family Jfc. Of course such linguistic expression is no evidence of nationalism. I only point out that the 
associationn between "country "  and "family' '  is not an unfamiliar  one.

77 It should be noted, that in both China, but particularl y in Japan, "we"  is used in daily conversation as 
meaningg "we from ... company"  or  an other  acknowledge group one identifies with. This kind of "we"  [ware ware] can 
bee mobilized as a powerful authority in discussions to exert pressure onto the "Other.' ' 

88 Especially the Other  of the capitalist West has been the subject of debate. Cf. Johannes Fabian (1983), and 
denotess un unequal relationship of power  between the Self and the Other. The Other  is the object of observation and 
research,, and is recreated by the powerful, knowing subject through the creation of a temporal distance between "th e 
primitive ""  Other  and the Self. 
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theoryy leaves a painful absence in spaces that in fact are contexts that belong to the 

Absentees.. The Absentees that belong to the territory of Them Bullies are spotted regularly, 

however,, so that the denied existence of Absentees at home is referred to and discussed, 

indirectly.99 Thus, Chinese academic research dedicates much space to the victims of human 

rightsrights abuse in the U.S.. Similarly, the success of Chinese Overseas's migrants is a rewarding 

topic,, but successful Overseas's dissidents are not spoken about;10 resistance fighters are the 

heross of the Chinese revolution, but resistance against oppression in Tibet is invisible to the 

broadd academic audience; the affiliation of a Christian believer to the Chinese Christian 

Churchh is respected, that of Roman Catholic Church members is not; the reverence for the 

wordd of the Party Chairman is condoned but the silent reverence for the wisdom of Li 

Hongzhi,, the leader of Falungong, is deemed too loud11 Reading works in academic 

nationalism,, the presence of the ghosts can be felt, but you never know for sure they are 

there. . 

Itt is not even just the academic nationalism of the establishment that has Absentees. 

Shortt of a forthcoming eruption in establishment ideology, the opposition too must bow, at 

leastt partly, to the ideological grammar of mainstream establishment discourse, and not 

invokee the presence of a lost ghost The academic display of only a select choice of 

Absenteess enjoys the open sympathy of the public, and is deployed against perceived 

opposition.. For example, the victims of official corruption in pollution scandals, drug 

trafficking,, and trade in humans are occasionally resurrected to call for a rectification 

campaign.. No matter how much sympathy there may be around for other Absentees, if the 

expressionn of dissent is not protected by law or if it entails negative sanctioning, the chances 

aree high that it remains unpronounced. The mechanical response of a student, the lean face of 

99 For  when they appear  in public, it is usually in their  worst suits, they pollute the streets, curse and spoil 
festivee occasions. The ugly ghosts leave empty spaces in academic nationalism, as long as they can not make a decent 
appearance. . 

100 For  example, Chinese newspapers were silent about the Nobel Prize for  Literatur e won by the since 1989 
Chinesee dissident and, now, French national Oao Xiogjian on February 12,2000. 

1''  The Falungong is a religious movement under  the leadership of Li Hongzhi. It wants to exercise its rights 
too conduct public meetings and spread Li Hongzhi's insights based on a mixtur e of meditational techniques, science, 
Taoismm and Buddhism. Li' s wisdom has been written down in his Zhuan Falun, which can be viewed or  downloaded 
fromm www.fatundafnjorg. The followers of Li Hongzhi, and Li himself, believe in the (scientifically proved) existence 
orr  a multifol d of dimensions that determine our  lives completely. For  example, if you have done something wicked, and 
youu have a nasty fall, then this is no coincidence, but a consequence of your  former  deed. [Li Hongzhi 1999: 17] 

http://www.fatundafnjorg
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aa farmer, the empty eyes of a prisoner, the angry housewife, the corrupt official, the 

depressedd school child, they are all discussed in certain contexts, but are not an integral part 

off  the functional Whole, the smooth running system, socialist unity, or civilization that 

academicc nationalists talk about And yet, one of the targets of academic nationalism lies 

exactlyy in blending in or getting rid of drop-outs, the forgotten, and the dissidents, that is, the 

Absentees. . 

Inn academic nationalism, the composition of a particular constellation of friendly and 

hostilee neighbours and other referent groups is flexible and varies in time and context 

Adherencee to several groups at the same time requires identification with various groups, 

sometimess according to different or even contradictory criteria. The abundance of ways in 

whichh group-identities are created facilitates reference-switching: by proceeding from a 

differentt set of criteria one can delineate new groups and create new identities for Us, 

Them/Other,, and Absentees. However, patterns of referencing are not random or changeable 

att will , but are constrained by the pressures of political legitimacy, discursive credibility and 

academicc debate, which require reasoned (not necessarily logical) arguments and, at least 

outwardly,, loyalty to established conventions. Scholars may also feel pressure to change their 

positionn and produce new group combinations and categories when others do. A common 

examplee of Us/They switching is when Chinese and Japanese scholars come together and talk 

aboutt their common (Us) Asian/Confucian background The same Chinese scholars may 

switchh from the Us code (Japan and China) to the They (Japan) code at home, and 

immediatelyy switch modes of associations made with that country. 

Whetherr and how academic nationalists refer to and contrast the nation (Us) and 

Themm but leave out some (Absentees), depends on the academic's discursive context and on 

thee ways s/he perceives that context. Thus, the way an academic nationalist construes a 

picturee of different nations depends on both his/her institutional context relative to the way 

s/hee perceives the context of other nations Them vis-a-vis Us. There are several methods by 

whichh the relative position of the Other and Them are envisaged I here mention three general 

approachess that are used combined: horizontal polarization (lateral juxtaposition), vertical 

stratification,, and temporalization. These strategies of contrasting are usually applied 

togetherr though one of them has predominance over the others. Depending on the politico-
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institutionall  context, different methods are emphasized It may be objected, however, that, in 

fact,, it is impossible for anyone to create a theory that leaves out group contrast, hierarchy 

andd projection in time entirely. I here argue, however, that it is the way in which these three 

methodss occur in certain patterns with certain modes of identity construction and boundary 

markers,, which tells us about trends in academic nationalism. In other words, the various 

methodss of constructing arguments of terms of the nation in academic nationalism carries 

moree weight in the thesis presented by the academic nationalist than do the features of the 

objectss under research. By observing changes in academic discourse in relation to the nation 

overr a period of time and in several places, it is possible to perceive and acquire some 

understandingg of the taxonomy that a particular case of academic nationalism belongs to. 

First,, a discussion follows of the above mentioned three methodological approaches of 

horizontall  polarization (lateral juxtaposition), vertical stratification, and temporalization. 

Inn Horizontal polarization (juxtaposition) opposites are created out of the relations between 

adversaries.. We and They (the Other) are constructed as bipolar opposites. Between the two 

poless their relations are constructed of different quality, varying from antagonistic to friendly. 

Iff  antagonistic, the relationship between We and They/Other is put in absolute terms of good 

andd bad, right and wrong, and is characterized by antagonism. For example, during the Cold 

Warr the U.S. and the S.U. were related as such; in communist China, the proletariat and the 

Bourgeoisie;; and, in some strands of Orientalism, East and West. Less antagonistic relations 

betweenn the two poles means a less extrapolated relationship exists between the two, 

imaginablee as a bipolar continuum. Even when bipolar opposites are presented as relative and 

gradual,, the sensed latent friction between the poles can still be of crucial importance to the 

academicc debate in which it is couched This is because discourse constructed in terms of 

oppositee identities and in an atmosphere of political overture is more ambiguous and complex 

thann discourse couched in antagonistic terms of good and evil. Examples are characterizations 

off  East and West as relatively peaceful versus relatively aggressive, relatively feminine versus 

relativelyy male, relatively natural versus relatively artificial (cultural), and relatively groupist 

versuss relatively individualistic. A third method of presenting the relationship between 

groupss is defining them in terms of multi-polar configurations. Examples are characterizations 
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off  the world as "mido-culturaL "  and "multi-ethnic. "  By implication, multi-culturalh y negates 

thee possibility of coming to a value judgment by comparing cultures, that is, all cultures are 

respectedd by virtu e of their  own criteria. Especially academics who take a stance against a 

perceivedd threat of a homogenizing, globalized world call for  mutti-culturality . Nevertheless, 

inn academic circles such calls often equate culture with the entity of the nation-state, while 

oppressedd cultural groups at home are the voiceless Absentees in such multi-cultura l debates. 

Thee hierarchies ascribed to national identities, or  hierarchization, divide into dual- and multi -

layeredd societies, and societies characterized by an absence of stratification. In a dual society 

aa simple hierarchy between the leadership and the people (positive) and rulers and ruled 

(negative)) makes for  a description common to both democracies, communist regimes and 

dictatorships.. A further  distinctions can be added between soft and hard stratification 

(dependingg on the presence of up and -downward mobility ) and the extent to which one- or 

twoo directional flows between the top and lower  layer  are effective. Academic nationalists 

whoo praise dual societal hierarchies usually perceive only a soft separation between the 

verticall  layers of the hierarchy and a two-way (albeit unequal) communication system of 

consultancyy and remonstrance by the lower  stratum and a form of election of the leading top-

layer.. In the 1933 Maoist conceptualization of the mass-line, for  example, the simple 

hierarchyy between leaders and people included the education of both the leadership and the 

people,, the consultation of the masses by the communist leadership, and the just 

implementationn of the mass-line in the interest of the people. In point four  of "Some 

Questionss concerning methods of Leadership,"  Mao defined all correct leadership as "fro m 

thee masses, to the masses.*512 Another  example, is that of articulatin g rulers and subjects in 

thee view of Nichibunken professor  Kasaya Kazuhiko.13 Kasaya studied the Edo meritocracy 

122 "Thi s means: take the ideas of the masses (scattered and unsystematic ideas) and concentrate them (through 
studyy turn them into concentrated and systematic ideas), then go to the masses and propagate and explain these ideas 
untill  the masses embrace them as their  own, hold fast to them and translate them into action, and test the correctness of 
thesee ideas in such action. Then once again concentrate ideas from the masses and once again go to the masses so that 
thee ideas are preserved and carried through. And so on, over  and over  again in an endless spiral, with the ideas 
becomingg more correct, more vital and richer  each time. Such is the Marxist theory of knowledae.*'  [Mao Tze-tuna 
(Maoo Zedong) 1967: 1191. i»-«mj 

133 The research interests of Nicmbunken's Kasaya Kazuhiko, a specialist in Japanese history and 
palaeography,, lie in Samurai society in Edo Japan. 
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[nooryokushugii  flË^JÉ-ft] in Japanese style organizational systems. It is thought that the 

powerr of the "lord" [kugj ] was absolute and that the samurai [bushi] had lost their freedom 

andd independence. But, in fact, they functioned as a correction to, otherwise, absolute rule. 

Especiallyy in times of rioting, the lord would be admonished by me vassals whose task it was 

too advise him. Here, according to Kasaya, lies the prototype of Japanese-style organization in 

whichh both "vertical society" [tate-shakai] and individualism are upheld. Kasaya insists that 

groupismm did not formerly use to suppress individualism. Besides, he argues, the Western 

conceptt of "individual" is different from that of the Japanese. The true nature of the Japanese 

Bushi-typee of individual, Kasaya argues, lies in the "Hagakure" WSk [1716]. Though the 

Hagakure,, according to Kasaya should be read as a code of honour and correct behaviour, it 

beginss with "The Way of the Samurai [Bushidoo] is found in death,"14 and does not really 

discusss the behaviour of the Samurai separate from loyalty and honourable death. This 

bushidoobushidoo was a narrow stream of thought that sought to recapture and idealize the sacrificial 

formm of loyal service to a lord, a way of life that threatened to disappear under the changed 

sociall  conditions in which the samurai actually functioned Freedom in bushidoo, lies in the 

transcendencee of life and death, or the point at which one can tread a correct path of 

convictionn without worrying about the opinions of the lord or the people around. Nowadays, 

Kasayaa believes, criticism of modern Japanese-style organization is growing stronger. In 

companiess there is a call for "capability" and "restoration." Originally the seniority system 

nn Yamamoto Tsunetomo E2000: 17. 
HagakureHagakure was written by Yamamoto Tsunetomo [1716]. The popularization of the term bushidoo [Way of the 

Warrior] ,, owes much to the Christian scholar  and moral educator  Nitobe Inazoo (1862-1900). Though he noted that 
bushidoobushidoo was an unformulated teaching, he listed geven virtuess of bushidoo, which have been quoted by authors ever 
since::  justice, courage, benevolence, politeness, veracity, honour, and loyalty. After  1868, Nitobe maintains, these 
virtuess had been inherited and adopted by the Japanese populace as a whole. He argued that bushidoo had become 
Japan'ss animating spirit "  even before it was formulated into a code - that it was the moral force motivating Japan's 
behaviour.. His work became influential internationally, and was popularized during a period of rising nationalism. 
BushidooBushidoo was part of a rediscovery of the past by Japanese scholars and popular  writers, who had for  some time rejected 
traditio nn in favour  of Western ideas and institutions. The nationalist philosopher  Inoue Tetsujiroo compiled a 
collectionn of works on bushidoo (bushidoo soosho) in order  to develop Japan's national defence by inculcating a 
bushidoobushidoo spirit . Japanese of all persuasions came to see bushidoo as embodying traditional Japanese values. Other 
scholarss took Nitobe one step further  Nakariya Kaiten wrote of bushidoo as the religion of Japan, while Takagi 
Takeshii  compared it to European chivalry. Nitobe's fellow Christian, the famous journalist Uchimura Kanzoo, went so 
farr  as to call bushidoo Japan's "finest product"  and to suggest grafting Christianit y onto bushidoo. In the 1930s, 
youngg militar y officers read Nitobe and studied the Hagakure to inculcate bravery and to imbue themselves with a sense 
off  loyalty to the emperor  as the embodiment of the Nation. Save for  the glorification of the Hagakure text in postwar 
Japann by such self-professed nationalists as Mishima Yukio, the Way of the Warrior  has been largely discredited. [Cf. 
Huffmann 1998] 
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wass based on work experience and credits as well as on age, and people from whatever 

backgroundd had a chance to be promoted in their  job, which is the same as a system of 

rewardingg capability (meritocracy). According to Kasaya, therefore, modern managers could 

learnn a lot from the Japanese-style system of modernity which upheld, first , the hierarchic 

organizationn in which capable managers could advise the leader  and, second, the Japanese 

conceptionn of individual freedom, mat grounds initiativ e and capacity in the freedom of self-

sacrificee by transcending oneself and the system.15 

Comparedd to simple dual societal divisions, approaches that analyze vertical 

hierarchizationn are usually more complex, comprising multipl e layers, tiers, or  segments of 

hierarchicall  organization. Positive evaluations of such hierarchic organizations include 

Dumont'ss analysis of Indian caste systems16 and Nakane Chie's description of Japan as a 

verticall  society.17 In such analyses, vertical or  hierarchal power-structures are not associated 

withh dictatorship, but rather  with orderly rule, unity, and harmony. The legitimation of 

nationall  identities that are ideologically rooted in such hierarchical structures are rejected by 

opponentss for  their  "autocracy,"  "discrimination' '  and "dictatorship. "  Such hierarchic 

identitiess are found especially in regimes based on religious, socialist, and state bureaucracies. 

Academicc nationalism that serves the establishment takes on the function of uniting the 

bureaucraticc hierarchy with communitarian notions of equity. Complaints also address the 

loww speed of communication between different levels, and the numerous heads of divisions 

andd branches one has to pass before decisions can be made. Those who identify with the 

hierarchyy take pride in the wisdom and fairness of the hierarchic process and the body of 

moral,, legal, and political considerations taken into account in the interest of fair  treatment for 

"th ee people."  In some cases an absence of stratification is ascribed to nations that are 

representedd as homogeneous or  egalitarian. For  example, the homogeneity of the Japanese 

'JJ Kasaya in Asahi SbJmbun, September  1,1996; Cf. Kasaya 1993a/b. 

166 Dumont states there is only one law in the social sciences, which is "Parsons Law."  "each social subsystem 
iss governed in the first place by the system to which it belongs"  [Dumont 1980: 245]. 

177 Nakane Que asserts that the emotional element in vertical relations in society goes beyond that of 
horizontall  relations because it is not an equivalent exchange. Protection is repaid with dependence and affection with 
loyalty,, and it facilitates the control of actions of individuals [Nakane E1973: 67]. It also binds the leadership, which 
mightt  sometimes appear  despotic, but whose authority is checked and controlled at a great many points. The sympathy 
off  leader  for  subordinates is a kind of "paternalism"  [onjooshugi]. Leaders do nol force their  ideas on (heir 
subordinates,, instead, the latter  spontaneously lay their  ideas before turn and have them adopted [Nakane E1973: 68]. 
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populationn is deduced from Murakami Yasusuke's analysis of Japanese attitudes toward 

class:: a majority of the Japanese identify with the middle-class. Murakami therefore regards 

Japann as a "middle-mass society."18 Similarly, communist societies, in principle, formally do 

nott allow for socio-economic stratification. At the same time, the organization of party- and 

administrativee grade-systems are positively elaborate. Hierarchies seem to attract 

legitimizationn by nationalist ideologies that stress homogeneity of character and fair treatment 

byy nativist standards. 

Inn the temporal projection of Us and Them [the Other] a distinction can be made between 

variouss dimensions.19 I make a distinction between how the relations between national units 

aree reconstructed in time, how time is shaped into different patterns, and in what ways time 

iss manipulated in political planning. The projection of Us and the Other into the past, the 

presentt and future yield various scenarios: 

-- placing the Other into Our past by comparing the Other to Us when We were primitive 

(e.g.,, "American Indians are p îmitive,'); 

-- placing Us in the Other's past by designing a course of development that places the Other 

intoo modernity or post-modernity (e.g. "We Chinese have to catch up with the modern 

West";; "We Europeans must catch up with post-modern Japan"); 

-- appropriating Others into Our future by envisaging a future in which We rule and the Other 

hass to follow and learn from us (e.g.: "the East will rule the 21st century"); 

-- transplanting Our Past into Our and the Other's future by projecting Our Paradise Lost 

ontoo the Future (e.g.: "back to the Joomon forests");20 

188 PM Mik i Takeo, who came to power  in December  1974, gathered around himself some liberal intellectuals 
ledd by Murakami Yasusuke of Tokyo University. This group generated a new ideological definition of Japan as a 
"Middle-Mas ss Society"  that was egalitarian, and free of conflict. The role of the government was to ensure full 
employmentt  and economic security to meet the requirements of desirable life cycles (shoogai sekkei, or  life-cycle 
planning).. A concerned government and self-reliant individuals together  would ensure a higher  degree of social welfare 
andd equity [koosei]. However, this ideological wishful thinkin g was soon clouded by controversy over  the "middl e 
mass""  hypothesis (Taira Koji E1993: 181-2]. Murakami Yasusuke argues that Japan is not a class-society owing to the 
homogeneityy in Japanese society: in companies there is no status barrier  between white- and blue-collar  workers, 
unionss are company-based, and an administrative elite that plays a crucial political role is absent There is only a New 
Middl ee Mass, which is either  for  or  against the system [industrial society]; they either  have universalist values or 
indigenouss ones, but they are a-political and tend to vote for  the stronger  party. [Cf. Murakami Yasusuke E1982] , 

»99 Cf. Fabian 1983. 
200 See the discussion above on the works of Umehara Takeshi and Yasuda Yoshinori: II7 . 
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-- erasing Them out of Our  Past (e.g., forgetting the influence of Arabic science on the 

developmentt  of knowledge in Europe); 

-- absorbing Them into Our  present (they must follow the same path of progress for  their  own 

good,, and therefore use our  medicine, schooling and manners); 

-- combining Our  past with the Other's now (advocating Our  Eastern ancient values with 

Theirr  Western modem knowledge). 

Thee temporal projection of Us and the Other  is part of the process of creating 

nationall  identity as the relationship between both Us and the Other  determines the way We 

feell  (i.e., proud, superior, inferior) . The demarcation of the temporal dimension of this 

relationship,, may indicate and possibly force an imbalance ideologically between the position 

off  Us and Them (the Other). Notion of civilization, evolution, and development in academic 

nationalismm all stress mis temporal dimension. 

Thee way the nation develops through time can take on various shapes: theories of 

evolutionn "add"  something to the past, depending on the criteri a the author  assigns to the 

pathh of evolution. In most views of evolution time goes upward, a notion derived from, for 

example,, the progress of science and technology, economic growth, social differentiation, 

modernization,, education, self-control. Other  views shape evolutionary time differently , and 

givee it forms such as that of a wave (rise and Ml theories), a cycle (in dynastic histories),21 

andd a spiral (general systems theory) while, again others, envisage evolutionary change as 

switchingg gears: many bottle-necks (inefficiency, injustice, exploitation) lead to periods of 

fastt  transformation (modernization, protest and boycott, emancipation), and then to chaos 

(collapse,, civil war, revolution) from which new forms of organization emerge (reorganization, 

order,, liberation), after  which change may slow down again to a speed at which adjustments 

off  society are thought to be an adequate form of governing. Examples of such views of 

evolutionaryy time are theories of revolution, transcendental change, chaos, dissipative 

structures,, positive feedback mechanisms, and punctuated evolution. Pessimistically inclined 

estimationss of global and societal change, regard time as a slope (gradual (slow) 

progression/digression);;  an abyss (decline of the West; fall of capitalism; fell of communism; 

thee end of time; 2.000 A.D.) or, slow death, as a result of squandering of natural resources, 

211 Dynastic cycle/circulation; wangchao xunhuan HgflfSF. 
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andd pollution in the world of modernity (entropy; heat death; moral sin; environmental 

movements). . 

Inn nationalist ideology, the tactical manipulation of time is expedient to saving the 

nation,, or making it powerful, for example, to speed up time through modernization efforts, 

too return to the past by going back to nature, leap over evolutionary stages by encouraging 

thee creation of revolution and the emancipation of national consciousness, and to help along 

evolutionaryy time by getting Us fit for the natural selection of nations. 

Thee diagram below (table 12) is not a recipe for the concoction of academic nationalism, but 

ann overview of the arguments put forward thus far. I argued for making a distinction between 

thee kinds of criteria used by academics for delineating national identities. I have described 

threee different categories of criteria or markers, and argued mat not only taxonomies built 

aroundd cultural and particularist markers are employed in nationalist academic theory. 

Althoughh it is commonly thought that national identity is composed of factors that 

emphasizee culture, I have shown that cultural, natural and globalise categories are all deployed 

inn the course of advocating a certain national identity in academic nationalism. Class, Middle-

Mass,, modern civilization, science, liberalism and karyin are all supposed to be universalist 

categoriess but have been deployed to ascribe a particular character to nation-states at the 

samee time. Physiological categories, such as race and the brain, turn out to add extra force to 

otherr forms of national particularism. They are usually presented as forms of expression of 

nature,, obeying the laws of nature, and therefore "scientific." When used to reinforce the 

boundariess of the nation, isolationist forces and discrimination obtain a political free hand, 

especiallyy in the case of cultural markers that take ancient tradition and collective spiritual 

purityy as their base. Cultural markers by themselves, however, leave space for negotiation 

betweenn different factions, though the national identity markers employed by establishment 

academic-nationalistss may dominate discourse trans-disciplinarily. Whether criteria originate 

inn nature, science, the economic system, human genetic codes or social organization, academic 

nationalistss use their creativity in free academic debate to discover new theoretical boundaries 

betweenn nation-states. This success, however, has a shadow, which will be the object of 

inquiryy in the following sections. 
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12.12. Summary af criteria, methods and intensity of shaping, placing and pulling up fences between Us and the 

OuterOuter in academic nationalism 

Criteri aa for 

group p 

delineation n 

Natural: : 

Cultural : : 

Globalist: : 

(Structural ) ) 

(temporal) ) 

(environmental) ) 

Kinship/race, , 

evolution, , 

ecology y 

Linguistic , , 

historical, , 

cosmology/dan n 

Worl dd language, 

naturall  equality, 

knowledge e 

Groupp architecture 

Laterall  juxtaposition: 

Verticall  stratification: 

Temporalizatkm: : 

(sub-division) ) 

Antagonistic, , 

continuum,, multi -

polar r 

Duality , , 

multi-layered, , 

absence e 

Reconstruction, , 

moulding, , 

manipulation n 

Boundary y 

construction n 

Hard,, rigid, 

pervasive e 

Soft,, flexible, 

perforated d 

Open,, uninhibited 

flow,flow, borderless 


